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Then you need only download the file
"Cubase LE 8 Activation Code" (available as
a standalone file or bundled with LE student
license), put it into a folder on your hard
drive and double-click on the file to run the
Activate Cubase LE8 software installer.
When Cubase 7 LE is already activated, you
need to register it in the MySteinberg
account - just select "Activate Cubase 7"
and continue with the usual steps. This is in
response to our question regarding a
software serial number generator. I am
getting an error when I try to run this
program: "this is not a valid serial number".
I have been successful in generating a valid
serial number and activator email. I will post
my steps below: Step 4: Download the
software from the next screen which shows
a new code titled 'Activation Code for
Cubase LE Student Starter Pack, along with
download links for Windows and Mac. With
Cubase LE 8 registered in your MySteinberg
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account , you can find all necessary files for
a complete installation under My products
-> Downloads. Step 5: Go to Steinberg’s
website and download the registration file
"Activation Code Cubase LE 8" » (available
as a standalone file or bundled with LE
student license). It will then ask for your
serial number and activation email ". Step
6: Now go to Steinberg’s website and
download the activation email registration
file "Activation Code Cubase 8 " » (available
as a standalone file or bundled with LE
student license).
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Since this is the first time I use this
software, the welcome screen asked to

activate a software. The program offers to
download a software for installation. I did

not want to use the Activation Code
provided in a mail from Steinberg, because I
don't want to be forced to register with the

Steinberg account (?). I've filled all the
fields, and pressed the Next button. I got a

message that the activation code is not
valid. I've tried also other activation codes
that were provided on their web site, but

they weren't valid. I have read the
comments on the Web site with codes that
are valid for Cubase 6, but I couldn't find

there an code I can use. I looked at the file
"IS-GBS-8-SK.txt", the best activation code
that was provided I found here: http://www.
steinberg.net/support/go/web/rtcorpgbz_8.h
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tml Steinberg web site provide a serial
number that can be used in the registration

on their customer service (here is a link).
The numbers that are available in the book
are not valid. This is the activation code and

serial number. I did it, I made the
registration on their web site, I got a

message that activation was OK and the
software was installed. But when I launch

the software, an message pops up and I get
the error: The application has stopped.

When you get your activation code, it will
be something along the lines of "7B9C-
xxxxx-xxxxxxx-xxxxx-777777." This is

called a Signature. You need to cut off the
first two characters with scissors - this is the

last six characters. The remaining four
numbers and any -'s should be entered into
the Serial Number field and re-submit. All

Cubase 6 serial numbers starting with
"7B9C" will work. 5ec8ef588b
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